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For some time now, we have been looking at prose compre-

hension with a special concern for readability. Some of our

itarly results were presented here at AERA last year, and we'd

like to summarize the final results of that Work and to discuss

what we've done since then. The focal idea Of this research has .

been that readability is not some simple property of a text.

Rather, a true understanding of readability -- and prose

comprehensidn as a whole -- can come only by studying the

structure of texts, the knowledge structures and reading strate-

gies possessed by readers, and the ways that these two aspects :

of the reading process interact toward producing Comprehension.

In general, we have been trying to specify this inter-:,

action within,theframework of the Kintsqh and van Dijk prose

comprehension model. In.this model, the text.is parsed into

a set of propositions that represent the basic.idea units in

the text, which are then interconnected to form a coherent

representation pf the relations in that text. This construc-

tion occurs in working memory, and, because of the limited

capacity of this short-term store, the processing of a text

must be carried out in cycles, and only a limited number of

propositions from one cycle can be hela over for processing on

the next. This text base primarily reflects the surface

relations that exist in a text. A representation of 'the global

meaning of the text is also built by organizing the infor-

mation in the propositions into global concepts, or macro-

propositions, and by building the text's macrostructure from
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these meaningful units. This structure is heavily reliant

upon world knowledge, and represents the "gist* meaning of

thl text. .

One of the.advantages of this formalism is that it

mdkes quantitative predictions about how a reader processes

a text. The model can be tested by comparing the predictions

of the model to subjects' data. These predictions are made

by claiming that'certain reading measures -- in particular,

reading time and recall -- should be affected by how often

tertain events occur during the processing of a text. For

instance, if.a proposition takes part in a large number of

processing cyclép, the recall of that proposition 'should. be,

high.

There have been several empirical telts of this model.

Kintsch and van Dijk (1978) worked with a text describing a

psychological experiment; Spilich, Vesonder, Chiesi and Voss

(1979) r..xamined the recall of a baseball game's description,

and Kozminsky, Bourne, and Kintsch (1979) have considered

idealized stock market reports, This particular style of

research, hOwevert.has some disadvantages.

.

The Kintsch and van Dijk model hypothesizes processes that

operate on the explicit element: of the text and on the

more complex meanings of,these elements. This means that a

complete test of the model has to deal with both aspects of

a text, and with highly specialized texts like psychological
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reports, baseball game descriptions; and stock market

0 reports, it is relatively easy _to intuitXvely specify

reasonable macroprocesses and macropropositions. With this

fully specified model, all three tesearch projects obtained

quite accurate predictions of their texts' recall.. However,

working with such a small number of texts limitivthe generali-

ty of these experpent0 support.

As a result, one of our first projects was to Imild a

simulation model of the midroprocessing componer* of the

Kintsch and van Dijk model, and apply it to twenty different

ieragraphs from Reader's Digest,. Thia gives us a sound

evaluation of the mic-structure component of the model: We

were not, at that time, ready to Model the knowledge-based

aspects of comprehension, and ma:roprocesses had to be omitted

from the model. However, Kintsch and. van Dijk 'hypothesized

that the processing of phort t0Xts might be mostly attributable

to microprcicesses, so, for thesie texts and'conditions, the

macroprocessing component might-not be necessary.

A complete description of this model can be found in'

'omiller and Kintsch (1980). The first step in. the simulation

is to propositionalize the text.to be processed by the model;

this propdsitionalizing is currently done by us, and simply

passed on to the model.' This list of propositions and the

original text is then processed by the first component of the

model, which isolates "chunks" of propositions that should be
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handled by the comprehension process as # unit. These groups

of propositions typically correspond to either short complete

sentences or major phrases within a sentence.'

These propositions are then organized into a coherence

giaph, as shown in Figure,l. At the beginning of an analysis,

one proposition from the first cycle is selected to stand at

the top of the graph, and the other propositions are then

connected to this superordinate proposition.on the basis oA!

argument overlap. Here, proposition 1 is specified as the

superordinate; propositions 2,'9, and 9 either refer to.or

are referred to bv P3, and so are connected to P1 and placed

at level 2 of the coherence graph. This process continues

until #11 the propositions in the cureent chunk have been

added to the graph.

Insert Figure 1 about here

At this point, the limited-capacity nature of the

comprehension system goes into effect, and a slightly modified

version of Kintsch and van' Dijk's "leading edge" strategy is

applied to this graph to select on the basis of both impor-

tance and recency those propositions that should be retained

for processing on the next cycle. The next set of proposi-

tions is then read; these are added to those propositions

remaining in the working memory structure, and the comprehen-

sion process repeats itself.
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Recall and readability predictions are based on the

same assumptions made by the researchers mentiOned earlier:

the number of processing cycles that a proposition takes

part in -- either when first being read or when held over

bl; the leadin4 edge strategy for further processing -- should

predict the recall of that proposition. In a similar way,

readability predictions can be obtained by "correlating events

that occur during processing with the readlbility of that

text. These factors should correspond generally to incidents
1

0

that suggest processing difficulty and in p,rticular to those

that indicate the breakdown of a text's coherence.

In Figure 1, all of the propositions in that cycle could

be interrelated to form one graph. Tbis is not always the

case -- coherence may fail if some propositions are related

to something that was read earlier but that is no longer part

of working memory, or if a completely new topic,is intAoduced

that has no explicit connection with what has been read thus

4ik far. These events indicate that the reinstatement of an old

proposition from long-term memory is required, or that soma

sort of bridging inference is needed to connect the early .

part of the text with the new topic just introduced. The

frequencies of these incidents -- and others that might

indicate processing difficulty -- can then be,used in multiple

regressions of the text's reading time and readability. In

this work, our readability measure has been reading time per
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proposition recalled: a highly readable text'is one that

can be read quickly with large amounti of it being re-

called.

In the experiment we carried out to test this model,

six hundred subjects were divided into five groups and the

subjects in each group read and recalled four 80-word

paragraphs. These texts were propositionalized and used to

score the subjects'recall protocols, so that recall fre-

quencies for each proposition were obtained. The model was

then run for each text and fit to these data by a joint

criterion that maximized the accuracies of the recall and

teadability predictions.

The predictions of the model were quite pleasing. Of

the twenty texts, the recall predictions for six were fit

with non-significant chi-equates, and nine more paragraphs

were fit with significant but not excessive chi-squares

2
(50 < x < 90), given the power of this test with 120

subjects. The multiple regressions of readability and

reading time were very successful, yielding multiple correla-

tions of between .8 and .9. Furthei, as predicted, the

factors of the model that hest predict readabilitywere those

that indicate processing difficulty -- in particular, the

frequencies of reinstatement searches and inferences.

How should we finally evaluate this model? What it does

is quite good -- the data predictions were reasonable, and
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it's a very specific model of a substantial part of the

prose comprehension process. There are two major short-

comings, however, which to some extent are due to the

specificity required_by,tho_simulation paradigm:

1: Lack of a parser: There are both obvious and subtle

reasons why this is a problem. As it stands, the coherence

graph model is very depend/ upon a sound propositionaliza-

.

tion of a text, and, without,a parser, we have to rely upon

the hand-coding of a text into propositions. This process

is difficult, and at times canoot help but be arbitrary.

This is to some extent a matter of research preference; we

have been more interested in comprehension than parsing, and

have oriented our research program accordingly. However, it

cannot be denied that comprehension and parsing interact, and

this raises the more subtle problem, which is that the

coherence graph systems' use of propositions tends to lose

the aspect of reading as a word by word process -7 a set of

propositions are passed to the coherence graph system and

interconnected on r:irely local consideraticins. We all know

that a very salient word in the middle of a sentence can-

affect the processing of that sentence and the rest of the

text, and, as it stands, the propositional system used here

simply misses this important asp,ct of reading.

2: Lack of knowledge-based 1...ocessinq. The coherence

graph models have been developed without access to agrich

9
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semantic knowledge base. The readability simulation

doesn't know wha he words mean, and so it is inherently

incapable, of ma ing k

I Mentioned earlier i

adalyses, but tnese w

wledge-based. inferences. The research
..eN

luded such macroProcesses in their,

e bAsed upon the experimenters'.

intuitions about the text being analyzed. We would, of

course, like to understand these sorts of intuitions, ahd

know both how and when people make inferences. This is simply

not possible without giving the.model a knowledge base and

processes that can use that knowledge base to understand the

text.

We are currently trying to understand these problems

both by carrying out.experiments oft some of the knowledge7

\

based aspects,of comprehension, and by simulation modeling

of these top-down processes. In this new model, twd substan-

tive additions are made to the coherence graph system:

first, two conceptual levels are added tO the model -- one

more complex and one less complex than propositions, and,

second, all of these levels have access to an eXplicitly

defined,(although ad hcbc), knowledge base.

The units beldw propositions are called text elements;

these contain the kinds of information that would be pro-

vided by a parser, 'working through a text word-by-word: the

elements specify case frame-like relations, such ,as that the

OBJECT of the REQUEST the thing being requested is

.iI
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CANONIZE, the ,RECIPient of the CANONIZation isp,a man

-..named NEWMAN, And so on. In'this model, these elements aie

read orie at a time, and, depending on theirscontent, two

.things happen: Ot) propositions are-constructed: we end up

with the same propositions that-were-given torathe coherence

graph.system, but with the improvement that' rules capable

of building propositions from this lower-level.information

can be specified. (b) .Important words -- such as REQUEST

and CANONIZE -- can lead to the construction of frames
4

these are the structures.above propositionsl'and they serve

as collection points fan the major ideas in a text;so that,

everything that the system knows abOut MIRACLES, for instance,

can be found under the. MIRACLE frame.

Insert Figtire 2 about here
4

The knowledge bases definitiOn ot MIRACLES is sbown in

:Figure 3; structures like this are'central to knowledge-based

comprehension. This paiticular text goes on to tay that

someone named Eva dramatically recovered from peritonitis

because of a prayer to Newman. The coherence graph systems-

fail here, since there is no-explicit conheCtion between the

descriptions of Newman and Eves recovery. However, a

knowledge-based.model can match the text against this

definition, aid interpret this sentence as an inttantiation

of amiracle.

,

4.
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Insert Figure 3 about re
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Our woik on this knowledge-based model has just begun;

we are concurrently carrying out experiments that should help

identify what prbperties a.successful model ought to haves .

There are lots of questions here; one of them is ai follows:.

&model with knowledge structgres like those in Figure 3 may

be capable of determining that,the sentence in Figure 3 refers,

to a miracle; however, this may not be sufiicient. Eaily on

in this text, there are many topics that could conceivably be

ct)

discussed -- other interesting people from Philadelphik, who

it was that wanted. Newman
canonized, and so on. Tha model

needs to interpret this action of Eva's recovery as a

and not 'moan action being taken by the people who want- Neviman

canonized. The problem is then one of matching the possible

interpretations of this sentence against all the possibla

text continuations, hoping that we hit on the.MIRACLE inter-

pretation. We could just search through all these combina-

,

tions in a relatiVely unprincipled way, but it might be

preferable if the model cOuld, at least sometimes, understand

the constraints set up by a text so that it can develop some

idea of which alternatives are most likely, and simply try ,

those interpretations first: the goal here is for the know-

ledge baseto actively influence processing in a top-down

fashion. This has been an active area in artificial infelligence

1 0
44.
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recently (Schank, Lebowitz, & Birnbaum, 1978'). Similarly,

in educationf'the role of expectations in tfie cOmprehension

process has often been discuise4, primarily through the

miscue analysis of GoOdman and his co-workers (Allen and

Watson, 1976). What we are now trying to dm is to determine

exactly how and when tfiese expectation, processes function

in people, so that our model can aCturately reflect their

operation dna provide a so;knd top-down component to the

modal.

In the fiArof these experiment.s,*we took some texts

and divided them at phrase boundaries '4 shown in Figure 4.

Subjects were shown only the first segment, and were asked ,

to write down "what they think will happen next"; they were

givn considerable.flexibility regarding exactly what kinds

(4 things they should Write down4.After630 seconds, the
!A

next segment was revealed, and again the,subjects wrote down

their exspectations. Subjects did two texts in this way --
e.

°cne easy and one hard.

Insert Figure 4 about here
.011.0

There were several ways to score these eXpectations; let

us.now just talk about the level that determines whether or

not the subject's expectation corresponded to what actually

:happens next in 'the text. These data (Figure 5) show two

interesting things ..---
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Insert Figure 5 about here
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1: The scoring of the segments can be grouped, depending

on where the segment to be predicted is in a paragraph -- is

the subject predicting the beginn3ng or end of a paragraph,

the beginning or end of a sentence, or a segment in the middle

of a sentence? When this is done, the probability of a correct

expectation clearly increases toward the end of a paragraph.

Many experiments have ohm.: that reading speed increases as a

reader progresses through a paragraph; these restilts suggest

that this increase occurs because the reading process tends

to be facilitated hy corteCt expectations in the latter parts

of paragraphs: the notion here is that toward the end of a

paragraph,, enough constraints have been specified by the text .

that the interaction of these.constraints
with the iknowledge

base makes a correct expectation%much
Inore likely than at

the beginning of a paragraph, wheie virtually no constraints

have yet been specified.

Of course, these expectations cannot be judged correct

in any absolute way, but only allainst the text that they were

made in. Wheh the text differences are considered, we find

that subjects were more correct in the easy text than the

hard text -- especially at the end of a paragraph. What's

happening here is that subjects make expectations in both

texts, but that in easy texts, the text agrees'with these'

1 1
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expectations, while in hard texts the expectations go one

way, and the text another.

We have also collected reading timas for these segments

(Figure 6); in another experiment, smbjects simply read and

'recalled the same texts that other subjects had made expecta-

ilons on. Here, at least in the easy text, we confirm the

finding that as a reader progresses through a text, he reads

increasingly fast. There is a catch, however: subjects,ard

almost as fast at the beginning of a paragraph as at the

end. The implication here is that, at the beginning of a

paragraph, a reader knows that it's too early to form any

sound expectations about where a text is going,. and so reads

the first segment of a paragraph quickly, in order to .get:on

with the paragraph and fihd out what it's really about. We

4

also again see the interaction involving readability--
,

readers speed up significantly when reading an easy story,

but this speed-up is not present in the hard'text, except

at the end of paragraphs, where good expectationg are often

possible. The longer reading times in the hard story suggest

that the readers are trying to.interpret the constraints of

the text, but that, in a hard text, thIsprocess is more,

.difficult. Finally,/ although we are still collecting data

on this point, it appears that correct expectations do

facilitate reading -- those segments that were accurately
4

Pred4cted by the expectation subjects were also read quickly

by the reading time subjects.
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Insert Figure 6 about here

If expectations can be made in a text with some regu;-

larity, and if a good expectation does, in fact, facilitate

the reading process, it should be interesting to go back to

the texts and look a little more specifically at the conet-

tions under which correct expectations are made. Notice that

wp are confronted with a tradeoff -- a sound expectation

should facilitate reading, but an overly specific expectation

will be a waste of time, since, as the expectation gets more

and more specific, the likelihood increases that the text

will not match the expectation. Although it would be possible

to build a simulation model of reading that made expectations

almost,all the time, it seems plear that people do not do

that. We know that most texts have many possible ways to

develop, especially early on. in a text, and, if we recall the

expectation data, we'll note that, in general, it's not, until

the latter part of a spntence. or ,paragraph that correct

expectations are made with any regularity. In fact, there.

are essentially three of these conditions:

1: Abstraction from features: the sample text I showed

you was about the Rose.Bowl parade; if the text lists a lot

of,features of a parade, subjects will eventually catch on.

21 Linguistic signaling of text structure: connectives

like ALTHOUGH and DESPITE tUrn out to be,very powerful sources

t;
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of expectations: if you read "Despite the precise planning

of the Tournament of Roses, and make, an expectation,

"the guess that "things go wrong" is' not hard. This is not

absolute, though -- there are different comparisons that

can be made -- one subject said that "people still have fun" --

"precise planning" impairs spontenaity, which 'is a source of

fun, and so on.

3: Interser:tion of real-world and teXt information:

this is perhaps the most important and most interesting -- twe

parts of a text interact with each other and with their

corresponding pieces of real-world knowledge, and these

tombined properties and restrictions isolate a logical.

continuation of the sentence. For instance, the Rose Bowl

text talks About mishaps that. occurted at the parade. We

next see the sentence/ "In,1969, Bob Hope's limousine ..;":
4

what kind of mishaps can happen to a car? -- flat tires and

engine breakdowns, and something like this is just what

everyone said here.

There is a further question to be asked about expecta-
37.

tions, however; this is in.regard to the level of information

that specifies the constrafnts of a text. The point we're

making here is that accurate expectations can be made when

a text is interpreted from a particular'point of view -- oui

example was that a reference to Bob Hope's iimousine, inter-

preted from the point of view of'a mishap, led to expectations
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about engine breakdowns and flat tires. However, the

expectatton process that selects an appropriate point of

view is almost certainly more complex than is suggested by

this example. We have in fadt, seen an example of this --

the interpretation of "precise planning" as a way to avoid

mishaps or to inhibit spontenaity.

In many cases, the "best" point of view may be clear

from the 'text; this was probably true 'of the interpretation

of "mishaps": there is a very clear frame that can be used

in interpreting the text. The o'Jvious 'question that arises,

then, is what happens when no sich fram is available? This

co.:1d be the result of poor writing, and this WOuld also

4

-/--proAribly be the case at the beginning of a story, when not

1

enough has yet 6een read to isolate an appropiiate frame.

,

Our suggestion'is that the absence of ail apgopriate frame

does not leep the 'reader from observing and using cpnstreints

in comprehension, but merely denies him access to a'particu-

larly powerful Set of conitraints. In the absence of top-

down constraints, we would expect that the comprehension of

thettext should be affected by those constraints at the level
4

of individual sentences or propositions.

As before, we can use an expectation paradigm to deterMine

what constraints are present at a particular point in a text,

and determine how the appearance of a,sentence in different

contexts affects these constraints,. There are three conditions

to consider in particular:
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1; A sentence in isolation: when no context,is present,

the only possible constraints are those that are imposed by

the sentence'.

2: A sentence embedded in an obvious frame: here,, the

significant constraints should be those characterized by the

frame, and we would expect a reference to 'Eva_miraculously

recovering. The point here is not that the target sentent\rio

longex has any constraints associated with it, but rather thi4N

in the light of the available.higher-order knowledge structure,

the sentenCe's constraints are ignored in deference to the ----

more powerful constraints of the frame.

3: A sentence embedded in a frame-iess text: Third,

the target sentence can be embedded in a text that has not

yet specified a particular,interpretation. This does not

.mean that the text is incoherent, but lust that no single

topic has yet been identified as the central idea of the text.

Xn this case, no global conStraints are present, and any

expectations that are generated should reflect the constraints

specified by the local properties of the text.

We have run experiments on texts like these that confirm

these hypotheses. Consider the target-'sentence:

"Last year, Eva Benassi became seriously ill with

peritonitis ...."

by or embedded in either of these texts:

Framed: "While most,miracles that.the Church acknowledges
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occurred in times piste quite 'a few are claimed in

our own days. Ardent prayer sometimes helps

miraculou3ly in all kinds of misfortunes. Last

year, Eva Benassi became seriously ill with

peritonitis"

Unframed: "Settled amidst wooded _ills in the backcountry of

Ohio is the town of Plattsville. Its high school

was opened only.a few years ago. Eva Benassi was .

one of the students in its first freshman class.

Last year, Eva became seriously ill with

Beritonitis"

Subjects read one.of three sentences or tex61 like these,

and generated an expectation. These expectations could then

be classified-into three categories: an expectatim could

refer to a miracle, as JA the framed text, an illness, as in

the isolated sentence And, presumably, also as in the un-

framed text, and anything else, to allow for exPectations

that could come from an idiosyncratically selected frame in

the unframed text: a subject could Conceivably read the

unframed text and make an exception referring to other things

that hiippened last year, or to another student.

The data show that global constraints specified the

,

interpretation of the framed text (all responses corresponded

to the curing of an illness is a miracle), but that local

constraints specified the interpretation of both isolated
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sentences and unframed texts (100% and 89% of the responses,

respIctively, simply referred to some aspect of Eva's

illness).- The low probability of an "other" rectponse in.the

unframed category (11%) suggests that subjects are rather

careful about deciding on a frame during comprehension; they

seem much more likely to resrond to the constraints of

individual sentences than to make a hasty, decision about a

frame that only might be applicable.

By this time, it might seem rather like we've gotten

away front the original.question, which was, of course,

readability. In fact,' we haven't, but let me go back and

point 'out how all these loose ends get tied togethir.

Our initial work on readability was concentrated on a

microstructure analysis of text. This gave us quita decent

readability predictions, based primarlly upon the frequencies

of inferences and long=term memory reinstatements. It was.

clear, however, that there were some major insufficiencies

in that,model, particularly in the knowledge-based aspects

of comprehension. It would be foolish to think that top-down

processing could be an important part of prose comprehension

without also affecting the readability of'a text, so we have

been extending mir original research toward understanding

the interacLion between knowledge,and comprehension.

.N\N
I

The model we are currently developing relies on knowledge-
N,
based processes for much of comprehension; this does not mean,
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however, that our earlier work need be scrapped. As the

experiment on the levels of expectations shows, there is

still a great deal of comprehension that occurs as a result

'of sentence and proposition level processes. The relation

between long-term memory reinstatements and readability is a

good example: although more advanced models may affect the

exact information that is maintained in working memory, the

reinstatement of information from a long-term memory store

ise inevitable-in a text of any length and complexity; this

microprocess will remain, and will likely continue to be an

important predictor of readability. HoWever, moving toward

a knowledge-based'model should improve our interriretation of

inferences and their effect on readability -- many events

that the microstructure model called "inferences" were

probably inappropriately named -- no distinction was made

between determining that Eva's,recovery was a miracle and

determining that "acupuncture" is what is done by an

"acupuncturist". This latter "inference" was necessary

simply because the coherence graph system didn't knOw that

there was any connection between these two different words.

The specification of knowledge structures and knowledge-based

processes will certainly help in this practical interpretation

of inferences and how inferences affect readability.

The work on expectations points out that ,some inferencing

may be done in a predictive waY, allowing the comprehension
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system.to try.out promising interpretations of a text before

less promising interpretations must be considered. The

expectation experimeats indicate that a characteristic of

easily readable texts is that readers have a high probability

of determining the future course of such a text, while the

path taken in poor texts is relatively unpredictable, and

the reader must frequently stop and reconsider what he is

reading. In combination, the reading time and expeâtation.

experiments show that, althougp subjcicts.:Iry to observe

constraints in both easy and hard texts, this process is

simpler and more obvious in an easy text. Finally, we think

that an additional difference between easy and hard texts

is that frames are more generally available in an easy.text,

:so .that, as shown in the levels of expectations experiment,

subjects reading an easy text can make expectationi that arei

relevant to the text's global meaning. Our next theoretical

goal is to. combine these features into a,processing model

that uses text, prOposition, and frame constraints to facili-

tate the domprehension of a text:.
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1: A partial proposttionalization of the'SAINT text,

'and its corresponding coherence graph.

2: The SAINT text, and'its corresponding text elements

and frames.

-3: The basic frame .fOr-14IRACLES, with the appropriate

text bindings for SAINT.

-.4: Sample-text segments from the 'exPesctations experiment.

5:' The probability of a gist-correct expectation ai a

function of. the segment's location in the text.

6: The reading time for segments as a function of the

iftgMent's location in the text.
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P1: (REQUEST P2 P8)

P2: (CANONIZE P3)

P3: (ISA NEWMAN 'FRONTIER PRIEST"

P4: (ISA NEWMAN BISHOPF

P5: (LOCATION P4 PHILADELPHIA)

P6: (TIME-OF P4 19TH-CENTURY)

P7: (TITO MIRACLES)
P8: (ATTRIBUTED P7 NEWMAN)

P9: (TIME-OF P8 THIS-CENTURY)

P9

P6
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In the request to Canonize John Newman, the
!tfrontier priest", bishop of Philadelphia in the 19th
century, two miracles were attributed *to Newman in
this century.

ELEMENTS:
r.

r:

1: (Object Request Canonize)
2: (Recip Coronizé Newman)
3:, (Qual Newman Priest)
4: (Qudl Priest Frontier)
5: (Qual Newman Bishop) ,

6: 'Qua! Bishop Philadelphia)
7: (Qual Newman Century)
8: (Qual Century Nineteenth)
9: (Cause =of Request Attribute)

10: (Object Attribute Miracle)
11: (Qual Mirocle Two)
12: (Recip Attribute Newman)
13: (Qual Attribute Century)
14: (Qual Centuiy This)

FRAMES :

Request

Canonize

Newman

Attribute

Miracle
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MI RAC LE: ,

an EVENT with:

CAUSE: a very religious person Q.Iewman

GOAL: restore health, (ecover from
rntu water into wine peritonites

0RECIP : at person

Q UALITY: unexplained dramatic

In 1923, Eva Benassi, dying from peritonites,
dramatically recovered after her nurse
prayed to Newman.
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It may be the-greatest show on earth
a fantastic ffréworkèofjusic 4 and color,

:

of snappy marching bands an stately floral
floats, ,

of beautiful girls and brightly outfitted horses.
v

It's the annual Tournament of Roses, in
Pasadena, California,

which begins with a 5 1/2 mile parade

and ends with the spirited competition

of the Rose Bowl football game.
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